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NEW QUESTION: 2
You enable and configure PowerShell Script Block Logging.
You need to view which script blocks were executed by using
Windows PowerShell scripts.
What should you do?
A. View the Windows PowerShell event log.
B. View the Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell/Operational event log.
C. Open the log files in %SYSTEMROOT%\\Logs.
D. Open the log files in
%LocalAppData%\\Microsoft\\Windows\\PowerShell.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/wmf/5.0/audit_scrip

tAfter you enable detailed script tracing, Windows PowerShell
logs all script blocks to the event log,
MicrosoftWindows-PowerShell/Operational.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie implementieren einen ASP.NET Core-Webdienst fÃ¼r Software
als Dienst (SaaS), der als Azure-Webanwendung ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Der Webdienst verwendet eine lokale SQL Server-Datenbank zum
Speichern. Der Webdienst enthÃ¤lt auch einen WebJob, der
Datenaktualisierungen verarbeitet. Vier Kunden werden den
Webservice nutzen.
* Jede Instanz des WebJobs verarbeitet Daten fÃ¼r einen
einzelnen Kunden und muss als Singleton-Instanz ausgefÃ¼hrt
werden.
* Jede Bereitstellung muss unter Verwendung von
BereitstellungssteckplÃ¤tzen getestet werden, bevor
Produktionsdaten bereitgestellt werden.
* Azure-Kosten mÃ¼ssen minimiert werden.
* Azure-Ressourcen mÃ¼ssen sich in einem isolierten Netzwerk
befinden.
Sie mÃ¼ssen den App Service-Plan fÃ¼r die Web-App
konfigurieren.
Wie sollten Sie den App Service-Plan konfigurieren? Um zu
antworten, wÃ¤hlen Sie die entsprechenden Einstellungen im
Antwortbereich.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Number of VM instances: 4
You are not charged extra for deployment slots.
Pricing tier: Isolated
The App Service Environment (ASE) is a powerful feature
offering of the Azure App Service that gives network isolation
and improved scale capabilities. It is essentially a deployment
of the Azure App Service into a subnet of a customer's Azure
Virtual Network (VNet).
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/sv-se/blog/announcing-app-service-i
solated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You need to deploy the FileProcessor.exe program.
How should you update the project configuration file for the

program? To answer, select the appropriate option or options in
the answer area.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Testlet 1
Background
You are developing an Azure solution that individuals and small
businesses will use to prepare and file tax- related documents.
Business Requirements
General
The solution must provide a way for customers to enter personal
and demographic information. Customers must be able to upload
income documents and related documents to the solution. The
solution must provide reports and summary documents for
customers in PDF format.
Scope and Device Accessibility
The solution must support two operational modes: On-Peak and
Off-Peak. On-Peak is defined as the first quarter of a year.
Off-Peak is defined as the other three quarters of a year.
Customers must be able to access the solution by using desktop
computers, laptop computers, mobile devices, and tablets.
High Availability and Business Continuity
The solution must be available at all times. When the solution
transitions between Off-Peak mode and On- Peak mode, solution
availability must not be affected. Disaster recovery must be
established for the customers' stored data.
Diagnostics
The solution must log relevant diagnostic data that can be used
to troubleshoot the cloud service.
Scalability
The solution must scale out while transitioning from Off-Peak
mode to On-Peak mode.
Cost
The solution must use cloud resources optimally to minimize
operating costs.
Storage and Security
The solution must be secure to prevent any anonymous access
(including read access) to the customers' tax documents.
Cross-Premises Networking
The solution must extend the developers' on-premises network
into Azure.
Technical Requirements
The logical design for the solution is shown in the following
exhibit.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
The solution must have two roles: a web role and worker role.
The web interface of the solution uses a web role to accept and
send user input and any related documents. The worker role must

access the stored data and prepare the tax documents in the
background.
Compute
The solution must support a minimum of 10 role instances. When
the solution is in On-Peak mode, each role instance must be
allocated at least 6 GB of memory. The memory can be scaled
down to 3 GB when the solution is in Off-Peak mode.
The solution must cache documents locally. The cache does not
need to be refreshed during the lifecycle of the worker role.
Role instances that are running should not be affected by
topology changes such as an increase in instance count.
Storage
The web role must store documents in blob storage. A SQL
database is used to store customer information. The worker role
must use queues to process the final tax documents.
Performance and Scalability
When the solution is in Off-Peak mode, it must support at least
150 concurrent database sessions, and the maximum size of the
database is 50 GB. When the solution is in On-Peak mode, it
must support 750 concurrent database sessions, and the maximum
size of the database is 300 GB. Geo-replication must be enabled
and must be configurable by using the Azure management portal.
Software Prerequisites
The solution must install the software that is necessary to
generate PDF documents on the server. The software will be
provided as a Windows Installer package.
Debugging
Solution errors and warnings that occur in a web role must be
logged. The worker role must log any crash dump files. Detailed
information about errors and their context must be collected so
that the environment in which errors occurred can be simulated
locally.
Security
At the time that a customer's tax information and documents are
accepted, the solution must send an email to the customer. The
email contains a secure hyperlink that the customer can use to
upload any additional necessary documents. The customer is
asked to upload these documents within 48 hours. If the
customer does not upload the documents within 48 hours, the
solution should not issue a new hyperlink. The solution must
send an email to the customer to remind the customer to use the
original hyperlink to upload any additional necessary
documents.
Network Services
The solution must use a cross-premises secure network. The
network must be configurable by using the Azure management
portal.
Social Structure
Relevant portions of the solution files are shown in the
following code segments. Line numbers in the code segments are
included for reference only and include a two-character prefix
that denotes the specific file to which they belong.
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